NAD TLT Coordinator Networking & Training Notes
3-15-2023

Presenter: Pastor Tracy Wood
Attendees: 36+ TLT leaders from conferences and unions around the NAD

TLT Staff Training Operations course links:
https://www.clubministries.org/pathfinders/tlt/

Opening Prayer

Agenda:

1. Networking – Sharing Plans from Conferences
   a. GNYC, Jonas – We have hosted 2 conventions over the past 3 years. This year we are planning conventions in April and October. Seasoned area coordinators are very dependable and many have also completed one or two TLT Staff Training Operations courses. We want to centralize a lot of the operations in the conference. We are working to set up area councils and then the conference can come and support them. Then we can bring the workshops to the areas. Rasandy – during the PBE training this year we had a ninth-grade TLT doing the coaching and making the plans. Now they are going to the Union-level. We are concentrating on the training of the leaders and provide a copy of the TLT Directors Guide and also the Adventist Learning Community TLT courses. We welcome our two new youth directors.
   b. NUC, Iso – I brought two people this evening who will be replacing me as TLT Area Coordinators. Both are Master TLTs. Sophiea Borba – has the state of Utah area coordinator. Dhrey Cruz – has the state of Nevada area coordinator. TLT s and MG candidates working on requirements.
   c. SCC, Ray – Executive TLT Coordinator. We are rebuilding and getting our clubs together. Doing grass roots operations, visiting federations to see what clubs are active. Planning some training programs for Camp Meeting and for our directors to explain what TLT is and how it benefits their clubs.
   d. Florida, Kim – We teamed up with the AYMT Secretary/Treasurer Certification course and the TLT Records Operations. This gives the TLTs additional training in the area of Secretary/Treasurer training.

Pastor Tracy Comment – This could be developed as a TLT Special Operations. After TLTs have completed the four TLT Records Operations Workshops then they could take the eight workshops of the AYMT Secretary/Treasurer Certification. Also they could develop their Special Project.
2. NAD TLT Ministry Update
   
a. NAD PF Research Project – Question: Do you follow the TLT Director’s Guide?  
      Response: Yes (49.8%) No (50.2%)
   
b. Pastor Tracy Comment – It is important for us to understand that there are many at the  
      club-level who may not be following the TLT Director’s Guide. Therefore, if one is in  
      conversation with club staff or TLTs it may be necessary to know if their club is using the  
      TLT Director’s Guide. This may help to keep communication and expectations clear.

3. TLT Coordinator Training – Introduction to Conference Director / TLT Coord Operations course
   
a. Provided an overall review of the course outline with comments on

Closing Prayer

Next Meeting – Save-the-Date

**TLT Coordinator Networking & Training**

Date: Wed, May 10, 2023  
Time: 8:00-9:30 pm (eastern)  
Place: Zoom link will be provided